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Outdoor research ferrosi pants women's long

STEINEXKURS XXL – ALLES, WAS DU WISSEN MUSST! Es ist an der Zeit, den ewigen Begleiter des Kletterers, den Felsen, etwas genauer unter die Lupe zu nehmen! Weiterlesen... Bergfreundin Marianne Outdoor research Ferrosi pants - Women-mushroom-regular cartridge-6 Best-selling, award-winning, built for anything soft shell
pants In stock Windy, cold, rugged adventures invite Ferrosi. A longtime award winner and bestseller, Ferrosi is a soft shell collection infused with stretching and durable abrasion-resistant fabric for everything you encounter outside. These pants stay cool during long approaches to walks, move with you as the talus sway and tingle high at
the sharp end and block the wind during long hours of belaying high. Product : #269192 Fabric : 86% ripstop, 14% spandex 90D stretch woven ripstop Inseam : 31/79cm Weight: 9.5 oz/269 g Fabric Performance Waterproof Wind ResilientSamodableQuick-DryingLightweightMovement-Mirroring Stretch Design Features Button and Zipper
Flyzip Thighs Pocketbrushed Tricot-Lined WaistbandArticulated KneeDrawcord Cop FastenersHarness-Compatible WaistInternal Drawcord Loop Structure Here's what the OR says about them: Ideally all soft shell trousers: lightweight, robust, windproof and very airy with enough stretching and full coverage to move smoothly when
scrambling and climbing. They retail for $79. I found these trousers to be definitely light, airy and stretchy. My favorite part of these pants is that the belt, however, does not extend. So, even after hours of sweating in them with a heavy backpack tightly around the hips, they do not fall. It's a big win. However, they are frankly too airy. When
I bought these pants last summer, they were really billed as an Alpine climbing option and claim to be windproof. Alpine highs are almost always cold and windy - I froze my little buns this weekend by climbing to 13,000 feet in these pants. Most of the climb was in the shade and whenever the wind picked up even a little bit I felt like my
bottom half was completely naked. It was like having one of those dreams, except instead of being out of panties in the classroom, I was four pitches up against a granite wall that trembled so hard that my anchor was shaking. These pants offer 0 heat. That's why he doesn't take them to the Alpine. My other main problem with these pants
is the lack of durability. OR claims to be both lightweight and robust - they only deliver half of it. These pants are insanely comfortable, but they wore out super fast. Because of how thin/cold they are, I didn't wear them often, just 3 times. Twice on the Alpine ascent. These pants have completely fallen apart. The seams of the back pocket
are completely shattered from carrying the phone for just a few hours.
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